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Editor’s Note
 

 Early spring has us in a state of confusion. Temperamental heat and 
torrential rain have superseded last year’s snow, forming another cloud of 
uncertainty to drizzle over Britain. We are torn in a state between thankfully 
shedding our thermals and concern for such drastic changes in our society 
and the usually more dependable earth.

 When composing this magazine, distinct themes of love and 
destruction came to the fore, and sometimes both in the same piece. Each 
of the following pages contains varying tales of human (and in one instance, 
alien) error; an unintentional warning against abuse and neglect. 

 But before you put this issue down for fear of misery, our members 
also shine their happy thoughts through the cumulus: acceptance, the 
comfort of an embrace or a smile, the inner warmth of good company and 
drinks, an appreciation for ourselves and our beautiful earth.

 Perhaps, on the verge of this political storm, as Europe is obscured 
by a dense fog, that’s exactly what we need right now.

 Wishing you happy reading and a bearable Brexit,

Claire Miller, 
The Editor
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A Meet in the Woods
by Matthew Carter

 The thing cocked its head, its long neck groaning like old wood 
under stress. The sound was deep, as if it came from within the creature’s 
core, lingering in the air until the heavy mass of moss and hair came to 
a stop, bowed like some great spruce staining against a heavy weight. 
The figure stood that way for a moment, frozen in the contorted pose as 
if waiting for some explanation. All the while, the crude features of its 
ivory mask remained fixed upon the woodsman, the abstract patterns 
that constituted its eyes seeming to bore into the man with a vicious 
intelligence.

 The woodcutter stood firm, even as every instinct in his fleshy body 
screamed at him to run. He had always been a cautious man, felling what 
he needed from the forest edge, but black oak and butcher’s pine were what 
the merchants hungered for, so he had set off, axe in hand, to bring a few 
more luxuries to his family’s meager table. Besides, he knew the dangers 
of the woods and the streams that snaked their way through the labyrinth 
of tree roots and dark loam; the Wer could be paid off, usually, and the 
dead would leave you well alone so long as you did not touch what did not 
belong to you.

He had not, however, anticipated a meeting with them. They had not 
been seen in these parts since the time of his grandmother’s childhood. 
They were long gone; an old story from an older time, something to scare 
the children during long evenings spent relaxing by the hearth.

It must have crept up on him as he had strayed from the main logging-
runs that followed the streams. Though, even then, it seemed as if the 
towering figure had simply materialised the very moment his axe blade had 
cut deep into the flesh of a young butcher’s pine. Indeed, with its plumage 
of vines and ivy that sprouted from a rough and fibrous pelt, it was 
almost as if the creature had grown from the forest floor itself, a confusing 
amalgamation of bracken and wood and the bones of those to whom the 
forest floor had served as a paltry grave.
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The deathly quiet of the creature’s stare was broken with a sudden voice. 
The syllables interlaced with a popping crackle as the thing slurred the 
foreign sounds of human speech with careful mimicry. 

“Why do you harm the forest, so?” It was a simple question, innocent 
in intention. It would not be bypassed by pretty talk and platitudes. The 
forester reacted the only way he could. He gripped the axe tighter, tight 
enough for his knuckles to bleed white.

The voice seemed to rumble from the beast’s stomach, for the masked 
face remained motionless. Even its immense neck remained devoid of those 
tiny movements that betray the articulations of a larynx. It was what made 
the woodsman’s eyes meander from the creature’s face and down its lichen-
choked flanks to happen upon its source.

It was a face. Human, though the flesh had dried and shrunk enough 
to betray the skull housed beneath. The nose was reduced to a rotted hole, 
the eyes two empty orbits. Where the skin and muscle has rotted away, 
vines and fungi had done their work, replacing lost pieces with imitations 
that kept the vital functions of the scavenged face alive. What could once 
have been hair now mingled with the leaves and lichen that wove it into 
the creatures dense form, the greenish tinge of fine moss blurring meat and 
vegetation together into a single form. His own eyes wide with fear, the 
woodsman simply drunk in the macabre spectacle, the horror burning into 
his panicked mind. Again, the creature of the woods asked its question, 
the head, nestled within the foliage of its woody flesh, flexing and straining 
like some perverse puppet.

 “Why do you harm the forest, so?”

Kingdom Come
by William Phillips

At the close of things, the aged king sat and pitied himself.

What remained of his retinue had dragged his throne to the top of the 
hill, to his favourite place as a boy, where he could survey the land and 
visualise the world he would rule.

Now, that vision was bittersweet - fire licked over swathes of the city, 
buildings tumbled as he watched, and the roar of the mob was audible 
even at this distance. It was a new era, the wizened grandfather could 
recognize - an era he would have no part in.

There was a sense of loss, of sorrow to his gaze - a sort of nostalgia for a 
time he would never see, longing for a world he could never know. It was 
unbecoming of a king, he knew-- but then, he was hardly a king, was he?

His kingdom was in chaos. Rebellion, civil war and corruption - there 
was nothing that could salvage his legacy.

Legacy - a laughable concept these days. It was almost hilarious to think 
about; nearly two hundred monarchs, an unbroken line of succession - or 
so the records said - all about to come to an end on this hill, with him.

How ashamed must his ancestors be, looking down on him now - the 
thought of his father’s furious gaze locked onto him from beyond the grave 
was enough to bring a smile to his face.

He saw the steeples of the grand old church collapse – centuries of 
history destroyed in an instant. There, the old town hall, a memory of the 
city’s humble beginnings, was pulled apart by the mob.

“Wine,” he said, suddenly. The attendees that had moved his throne 
shifted, startled by his outburst. “We need wine. As much as you can 
carry.”

“Of course, your Majesty,” said Therin. He snapped his fingers at 
the others, and the four moved away at a brisk pace, down the hill and 
towards the palace. It was only a short way down the hill that overlooked 
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his once-great city, and at one time it had been a symbol of parental care, a 
vision that the citizenry could take comfort in.

He doubted they still felt the same way. Well, most of them – Therin, at 
least, took pride in his service.

Loyal Therin, the king mused. He turned his head to watch his 
manservant leave, a slight smile tugging at his lips. Obedient to the last.

“You shouldn’t stay, you know,” he said aloud. “They’ll execute you just 
like the rest.”

Silence, except for the distant thunder of civil disorder.

“I know, my lord,” rumbled the knight, his gaze locked onto Therin’s 
retreating back. “I’d like to stay, regardless.”

The aged king chuckled, and the quiet laugh quickly descended into 
wet, hacking coughs. He clutched at his chest, fear flashing momentarily 
across his eyes, and then settled back into the throne.

“I suppose,” he said, pronouncing the words pointedly, as though they 
were carefully plucked from the ether. “There’s nothing I can do to stop 
you.”

A pause. “I suppose not, my lord,” the knight said carefully, the grind of 
his voice low enough that the king barely caught it.

“Ah,” the king said, a heavy sigh issuing from deep in his chest. “Old 
friend… Diplomatic to the last, eh? I suppose I’m glad you’re here, now 
that things are coming to their close.”

“As am I, my lord,” the knight said, and they lapsed into comfortable 
silence.

In the distance, one vast portion of the city fell to great clouds of 
dust and smog, an entire district seemingly vanished in an instant. It was 
residential, he observed – it seemed the violence had turned senseless, if 
they were taking out their anger on innocents.

“They found the old dungeons, I see,” the king mused quietly. The 
destruction had taken a soothing tone, somehow.

Therin returned with the wine, pouring one for the king before  
stepping back.

“Oh nonsense, my good man,” the king coughed again, wetly. “Here, 
pour yourself a glass— there’s no point in propriety now - the end is nigh, 
as they say. The crows have come home to roost.”

“I believe you mean chickens, my lord,” the knight said, as he took hold 
of Therin’s proffered glass of wine.

“You’d think, wouldn’t you?” The king said, eyes locked onto the 
destruction of the city he once ruled. “But a group of chickens aren’t as 
murderous, for some reason.”

His attendees chuckled politely. The king sighed.

“No sense in you lot being caught up in this,” he said, turning to 
Therin with sorrow in his eyes. “You should take what you can from the 
palace and leave. Find your fortune in other lands.”

The four of them hesitated. Therin bowed low.

“With respect, your Majesty,” he said, voice polite as ever. “We’d like to 
stay.”

The king observed them in silence, the corners of his eyes wrinkling in 
something that might have approached surprise. Then he shook his head, 
and turned back to watch his kingdom fall.

“Well, I suppose I’m not your king anymore,” he said, a laugh hovering 
at the edge of his voice. “You can stay up here, and we can be sentimental 
old fools together.”

He sipped at his wine. The fire was growing, now, and the roar of the 
mob was distinctly closer.

The others were tense, he knew. Despite their resolve, they feared what 
would happen to them.

The king had long since accepted this was how it would end. He was 
glad that it could happen in the company of those he considered friends.

He raised his glass to the sky.

“To the new era, and the next generation,” he said, with affected 
solemnity. The others raised their glasses in silence, and they drank as one.

The king settled into his seat with a satisfied sigh, and waited for his 
subjects to take his head.

Kingdom Come
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Heels click across the marble, 
The sound gives me power. 
I feel your gaze on me, 
Watching my hips, my legs, my hair. 
 
The lift is so uncomfortably full. 
Floor by floor, the numbers climb 
Floor 21, the metal doors glide apart, 
Time to escape this devils crate.  
The marble turns to plush carpet 
Muffling my stride. You 
follow me like a lost puppy 
into the lions den. 
 
My door closes, I slam your body 
into dark, solid oak. 
Shock registers on your face. 
My hands greedily explore your body. 
Your lips crash into mine, 
Instinct taking over. 
 
The hunger, desire, lust, 
For human contact, love, 
and chemical connections. 
An incontrollable heat. 
 
If only the reality 
Was as good as the fantasy. 

Hotel Room
by Kayleigh Moore

Power Plays
by Kayleigh Moore

Like a virus you infect my mind. 
My body trembles under your touch 
Anticipating the inevitable thrill 
Anticipating the inevitable pain. 
 
My thoughts become a mess, 
I can only focus on you. 
I know you are unhealthy, 
yet I implore your touch, your heat. 
 
I crave you and despise you. 
My friends fucking hate you. 
I feel the games you like to play 
pulling my heart this way and that. 
 
This is the last time you devour me, 
I finally see you. Your undeniable toxicity.  
Unadd, remove, delete, block. 
I will not be your doll anymore. 
 
I’m no longer yours to pick up, 
Only to drop me when you’re bored. 
My mind and body are quarantined 
You will never be allowed back in. 
 
For I fear I couldn’t kick you out.  Again. 
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Fever Dream
by Annie Brown

“Lou!”

I watch with my heart in my throat as his head turns at the sound of 
my voice.

Slow, slow, he turns around until his eyes meet mine. For what feels 
like the longest second in the world he simply stares at me. My head 
is memorising every detail of his face, like a hazy picture someone has 
dragged into focus.

His expression is blank, until finally the smoke clears behind his eyes 
and he smiles brightly at me. Without hesitation, I drop Greg’s hand like 
his flesh burns mine and rush forwards through the crowd.

I reach Lou and expect my feet to stop but they don’t, they keep going 
and my chest collides with his, my arms wrapping tightly around his neck, 
my face buried in his shoulder and his scent- the same as always.

“Liza,” he murmurs, loud enough only for me to hear. His voice is soft 
like crushed velvet and I feel his arms wrap around my back.

He holds me tightly, close to his body, before an awkward cough 
nearby shakes us from our fever dream. He releases me, and I look to the 
girl beside us. It’s Verity. She looks exactly like I thought she would. How 
strange that I know so much about her and she likely knows so little of me.

“I, uh, have somewhere I need to be but if you have a pen, I could, uh, 
give you my number?” Lou suggests and I feel myself nodding. I reach into 
my bag and find it, my hand brushing over the gold notepad, causing me 
to blush at the thought of him being so near to it, our memories encrusted 
into the pages like jewels I wear sometimes when I’m missing him.

“I don’t have any paper,” I say, gripping my bag tightly. Instead I offer 
out my hand, which Lou takes without hesitation and scribbles eleven 
digits onto the back. I try to pretend his touch isn’t a conductor to electrify 

the orchestra of my insides. “I’ll call you.”

“Yeah,” he replies, and gives me a small wave goodbye as Verity tugs on 
his arm. Her face is full of annoyance, and no doubt ready to ask a million 
questions. How will he answer them, I imagine. How would I answer 
them, if I was ever asked. 

I make my way back over to Greg, standing limply to one side like a 
spare part. “Who was that?”

“Just an old friend,” I reply casually, taking his hand again, although 
now it doesn’t feel quite the same as it once did. He doesn’t say anything.

As we walk I feel him trying to use his thumb to cover the number, as if 
that somehow could erase the moment that just happened before his eyes, 
a world concealed in a snow globe he could only look at, not enter. 

Fever Dream
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Awakening
by Daniel Wilson

28th February 3497

Unnamed Planet, Unnamed System, Sagittarius Dwarf Spheroidal 
Galaxy

Warmth flooded their polyp. Their tentacles tingled, their primary 
orifice felt dry, their nerve cluster fuzzy and sluggish. Hunger gnawed at 
their digestive organ.

Slowly, Obeys-The-Imperator’s-Commands-Willingly opened one 
ocular receptor, then another, then the remaining four. The inside of a glass 
tube greeted them, its exterior so caked in grime that it was impossible to 
see what lay beyond. How long had it been, that its condition could’ve 
deteriorated to such an extent?

Gingerly, they moved one of their still-numb tentacles, feeling their 
surroundings. A smooth-sided cylinder, perfect save for a seam around the 
edge of the glass in front and another running down its length behind.

They reached out with their mind. Only the pod’s computer responded.

Of course. The room outside was filled with air: saltwater and 
electronics were never a good mix. There was no way for their signals 
to be conducted. That Obeys hadn’t realised this demonstrated a major 
deficiency in their memory and reasoning abilities. A temporary side-effect 
of their lengthy hibernation, or a sign of something more serious?

They reached out again, expressing to the computer a desire to know 
how much time had passed.

2500 years, came the response.

There must have been something wrong with its systems. The rebellion 
should’ve been easily crushed; it shouldn’t have taken this long. Obeys 

transmitted a wish to know who had awoken them.

The pod didn’t know.

They wouldn’t get any answers by staying here. Obeys transmitted 
a command and the seam behind them opened, the two halves of the 
cylinder splitting. In the uncovered cavity lay their combat suit, its smooth, 
silvery surface immaculate even after all these years. Obeys distorted 
their polyp and tentacles, slipping easily into it. They closed it around 
themselves, running a series of diagnostics. Power, seals, tentacle actuators, 
combat systems. All were functioning perfectly. Linking up with the suit’s 
communication systems, they felt thirty-two distinct Aquan signals. One 
registered mere metres away.

They commanded the pod to drain. Valves at the base opened, saltwater 
rushing out in a torrent. The water level fell to nothing.

They sent another command, and with a groan followed by a crack, 
the door hinged open. They extended a tentacle through the gap, followed 
with ten more, then carried their polyp through, the remaining thirteen 
tentacles the last to leave the pod.

The room outside matched Obeys’ memory: long and narrow, its walls 
imperfect and non-uniform, seemingly grown rather than built. More pods 
like their own were lined up against the wall behind them. In front, ten 
beings stood.

One was another Aquan, but the suit they wore was nothing like 
Obeys’. It was matte black, with plates around the polyp, and ridges 
running along the tentacles. Four bulky weapons of a design Obeys didn’t 
recognise were holstered around the other Aquan’s circumference.

Beside the other Aquan, a squad of aliens stood. Two were of Slave 
Species One, but the other seven were creatures Obeys didn’t recognise: 
two upright bipeds with an arm at either side; one a tall, slender 
quadruped whose head and arms hung beneath a bulbous body. All wore 
armour and carried weapons that were clearly of a similar design. Perhaps 
it really had been as long as the computer had said? Perhaps the Imperium 
had spread to encompass still more slave species, and developed new and 
powerful technologies?

Awakening
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An apologetic feeling entered their mind, then images. They saw 
the Imperium, pushed back and destroyed by their own slaves, the only 
survivors those who had taken shelter in the Milky Way’s satellite galaxies. 
But Obeys didn’t have time to grieve their fallen empire. More images 
surged into their nerve cluster: Slave Species One slaughtering their allies 
then setting off across the galaxy, massacring any sophonts they found. 
Their discovery of the Humans, who defeated them, bringing their “Great 
Crusade” to an end. The awakening of a small force of Aquan sleepers 
months later, then the Human victory against them. The founding of the 
Galactic Union almost a thousand years ago. Peace. Cooperation. Equality 
of species.

Grief. Disgust. Rage.

The other Aquan replied with feelings of sympathy. Understanding. But 
they didn’t understand. They’d submitted to their inferiors. They were a 
traitor to the Aquan species.

Obeys’ combat systems powered up, weapons sliding into place at 
the tips of three of their tentacles. An opaque, glowing bubble of ionised 
air formed around them, contained by powerful magnetic fields. Active 
ultraviolet sensors came to life, penetrating the plasma barrier to reveal 
their surroundings in a vibrant false-colour image.

The Aquan in front of them had responded in kind, a bright blue 
glowing substance clinging to their suit. The aliens had done the same, but 
none reached for their weapons.

Obeys’ tentacles sprung up, cracking like whips. They fired their 
weapons, the powerful X-ray lasers burning a beam of white-hot plasma 
through the air before striking the other Aquan. Obeys held them there 
for several seconds, more than long enough to incinerate anything that 
size. No infantry-portable plasma shield could resist those three sustained 
beams; no armour could withstand them.

And yet, when Obeys switched off their weapons, the other Aquan 
barely seemed to have noticed.

Irritation, the other Aquan expressed. They slowly reached down with 
one tentacle, withdrawing a weapon from their polyp. They aimed at 

Obeys and fired.

The tiniest speck of pure black leapt from its barrel, its presence 
seeming to warp the light around it. It passed straight through the shield, 
and when it touched one of Obeys’ tentacles, forces gripped it, twisted it, 
crushed it, and violently tore it from their polyp. Blue fluid spurted from 
the severed end, before Obeys’ combat suit sealed off the wound.

Pain, Obeys transmitted. Anger.

Dismissal, expressed the other Aquan. Regrowth. Then a demand: 
Submit.

Obeys paused. They considered.

What hope did they have against such technology? What purpose could 
resistance serve, beyond causing their own death?

They lowered themselves on their remaining 23 tentacles, the base of 
their polyp touching the ground.

Submission.

Awakening
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No One
by Claire Miller

8am. 
The busy feet of High Street commuters 
rushing to their computers, no time to pause when the hordes 
drive you forward. A large Americano and on you go. 
Anxiety from A to B and no time for detours.  
Premature stress at the day ahead, quick glance at the watch,  
an automatic, “Sorry mate, I’ve got nothing” 
to the duvet in the doorway, knowing full well 
there’s at least a quid in your purse and a grand in the bank, 
but it’s okay; he’d spend it on drugs anyway.

A trembling hand pulls a clear bag  
out of the pocket of his dirty green mac. 
He rolls up the leaves with gritty half-moon tips, 
licks the paper with a dry tongue and fumbles with a light. 
Hollow cheeks suck fumes, plumes ascend to the city smog.  
His brain fogs, calms erratic breathing, 
fuzzes thoughts like the static on a TV he once bought, 
back when he was human. 
The smoke dissolves and numbs the world, stills the fingers 
of this husk of a man.

The streets succumb to dusk as drowsy workers trudge home.  
He’s still there, bowed over like The Thinker, 
but he’s beyond the realm of thinking. 
The rain begins to trickle, tickles his dirty chin. 
He doesn’t feel a thing. 
The disheartened weather tries harder, 
pounding at his sallow skin.  
He could be dead; no pulse in his neck, 
but no-one stops to check.

Wednesday’s coffee, full of Grace
by Katherine Gomes

He was enamoured by her: how her ambition for the future matched 
his contentment with the present; how her infatuation with the novel 
coincided with his desire for tradition; how he would habitually carry 
an umbrella while she would dance in the rain. He felt like he knew her, 
and he could not tear his eager eyes away lest he miss a moment of her 
flawlessness.  It was her weekly Wednesday shift and she was passing carrot 
cake and lattes over the counter to two women, both gripping a pram 
in one hand and clasping a designer purse with the other, as if decidedly 
balancing motherhood and luxury, convinced the two could coexist. That 
was all the job had demanded of her at the moment he had walked in, yet 
she had a grace; something in how she stood, each joint of her body a note 
in the symphony of her movements. He wished he knew the melody.

He didn’t even like coffee, it was just the first word to fall out of his 
mouth when she asked for his order. He just fumbled, and still does, when 
he saw her choppy pink hair opposite him at the till for the first time. It 
sat atop her head and yet was styled in such a way that it pointed in every 
direction, as if wanting to escape. There she had stood, an appearance so 
loud and erratic, and there he had faced her, embodying the syrup in his 
order: so plain, so vanilla, even if somewhat sweet. At once he was, and 
remains, simultaneously captivated and dwarfed by her confidence in who 
she was, as though this coffee shop every Wednesday became hers.

“One cappuccino to go please.”

“Again?” She teased. “You should really consider mixing it up 
sometimes, y’know? There’s a whole menu above me at all times, remember 
that.” She gestured widely to the large blackboard above the counter. It was 
lost on him; he invested too much time memorising the intricacies of her 
smile, tracing each freckle and either dimple, to preoccupy himself with 
the menu.

“I- there’s just never enough time to look.” He faltered as he attempted 
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to look into her eyes and trailed off, darting his gaze elsewhere before he 
could fully lose himself, as well as his muffled ramblings, in her green 
irises. She turned on the coffee machine, milk hissing as it steamed.

“You always have time to come here.” She mocked, foaming the milk. It 
was true, but time was made for her, never the ‘barista’s special’.

“No, I know, just- stick to what you know, I guess.” In his pained 
nervousness, he forced out a slight chuckle, but is more elated to hear her 
laugh in return. Turning around from the coffee machine, she cradles his 
cup in her hands, placing it delicately on the counter before dusting it 
generously in cocoa like always. Reaching into his pockets, he retrieved the 
change he was always sure to have solely as an excuse to brush against her 
hand for that fleeting moment.

“And no good things in this world come from people sticking to what 
they know. Now-” trembling from anticipation, the coins rattled in his 
palms. She, oblivious to his planning, tucked his coffee cup into a sleeve 
and a tuft of pink hair behind her ear, without a second thought for either. 
“-That’ll be £2.90,” she said.
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Dear Humans
by Matthew Bird

Dear humans,

I remember the beginning. The magic of my new world. The wonder 
of life. I remember the first grasses springing up from my soils; the smell 
of fresh blooms, spread by the birds and insects that would flit through the 
skies. Fish swam through my waters, weaving between corals bursting with 
colour. Shafts of shimmering sunlight highlighted the complex simplicity 
of the inside of jellyfish aimlessly floating through the vast oceans. 
Iridescent butterflies fluttered from flower to flower helping the bumble 
bees spread the pollen to spread life further and further.

Man emerged from the roaming mammals. The great discovery of fire 
allowed you to flourish. To build. To expand. I remember the joy you 
would feel as you lovingly nurtured new life into being. You raised lambs 
and cattle who would aimlessly roam my lands and graze on the grass. 
Certainly, they had an ultimate end, but the circle of life takes as well as 
gives. There was balance on my world.

I long for those halcyon days. No longer do you lovingly nurture life 
so much as destroy swathes of variety to replace with a crop you will only 
waste. Vast monocultures lay waste to the intricate ecosystems I laboured 
over for millennia. You’ve rid my lands of the diversity that gave such 
wonder to the world. You now insist on desecrating the graves of my past 
to rip out your black gold. I loathe the stench of smoke and ash produced 
by your rituals of fire, fuelling your society of hate and despair. You nurture 
a culture that throws away life as thoughtlessly as you misuse the resources 
I’ve amply provided.

No longer do the wonderous creatures in my oceans feel the rippling 
sunlight. Now it only highlights the plastic detritus floating amongst the 
whitened corpses of corals. The bumble bees no longer buzz between the 
blossoms, for they are addicted to the fatal sprays you excessively use to 
coat your crops.

You watch the starving masses with confused indolence. There are 
resources for all on my world, if only you learnt to share. En-masse the 
groups capable of the most good choose the easy path to perpetuate their 
freedom-fuelled desires, whilst devastating the lives of those who can do 
nothing to react. My rage is heated, and you don’t care. My oceans rise 
up in warning. You pretend you are making progress, hiding behind your 
plastic scapegoats. You dump your chemical waste into my oceans to 
continuously produce more than you can ever consume. But this cannot go 
on forever. Soon my lands will be scorched. I will lose control of my world, 
your home. There is not long to act. Take heed of my signs. Be the people 
you need to be… the people I need you to be.

Yours pleadingly,

Gaia 

Dear Humans
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Invocation
by Ed Wallace

Tarragon. Sphagnum. Sage.

You bundle these herbs, binding them together with twine waxed in the 
honeycomb of a queenless hive. Thrust them down, into the pond, holding 
them under as they soak up the muddy waters. Sodden tarragon,   
sphagnum dripping, sage laden with moisture. 

The bundle oozes water as you bring it to the surface and up out of the 
mere. Droplets fall like a miniature rainstorm, sending conflicting ripples 
across the waters. A flat slate darkens with the excess water as you set your 
newly created bundle aside to begin work on the second part of this  
elaborate ritual.

Red. Dark and stale blood collects water, seeping through the pool as 
you methodically gut the two week old rat corpse with a sliver of knapped 
flint. You pull the decomposing innards of the rat out, gagging slightly at 
the stench. Carefully you wrap the entrails in hessian and bury them,  
shovelling loose earth back into the hole you dug before beginning this 
whole concocted ceremony. Your hand trails through the sparse grass 
as you reach back towards the slab of slate with the soaked herb bundle 
waiting upon it. You pluck the bundle from the cool, damp, stone eliciting 
a sudden splurge of liquid from the wad of herbs. Painstakingly you stuff 
them into the hollowed carcass of the rat, awkwardly stitching it closed 
with bone needle and catgut.

You clutch the rat in one hand and flip the blue-grey slate over, dry side 
up, and begin to score rough shapes onto the surface. Crisscrossing the top 
layer of the slate with pale silvery curves and shaky lines. When you are  
finished you drop the rock crudely fashioned into an implement of  
illustration and admire your handiwork.

You shrug. It is close enough to what you imagined, and that is what 
really matters. After all this is a deeper kind of magic, bereft of book and 
spell. No ornate wands or flaring robes of iridescent cloth.

Just blood and earth, will and flame.

This thought reminds you that you have no fire immediately at hand. 
You turn to find some method of ignition. Settle on collecting the flint 
of your blunted knife and stone from the pool-bed, hastily dried on your 
clothes.

Clack.

Clack.

You strike them at a small pile of stripped bark heaped over the end of 
twig. Sparks shower. The tinder does not catch. 

Clack.

A faint spiral of smoke. No fire. Again.

Clack.

This time the shavings burst into flames turning the birch twig into a 
makeshift taper. You snatch it up, cupping the nascent flames with a hand 
to shelter them from even the faintest breeze, and gently blow to keep it 
burning. You bring the fire to the rat. Its fur catches and so it begins. The 
stench of burning hair and scorched flesh. Then, the flickering heat reaches 
the sodden bundle in place of viscera and smoke billows. The thick dark 
smoke of damp vegetation. Sage to cleanse, tarragon to remove the poison, 
sphagnum to help the world heal again.

Grimly you toss the smouldering twig into the pool were it floats, 
shedding charcoal flakes into the water, and turn to go.

Your work here is done.

Hold the sorcery in your mind. Fix the image as you walk, use your 
mind to set the lines and smooth the curves. It exists enough in reality to 
ground the important parts. As you walk, you see the faint spirals of smoke 
from a dozen other sites. Barely visible to one unaware.

It has begun.

Invocation
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Delete It
by Madeleine Roche

Her lips are warm against mine; soft, smooth from lip balm. Her hands 
roam across my exposed waist, dipping under the hem of my crop top 
every now and again just to tease. My hands push her hair away and cup 
her jaw to pull her in for more every time she draws away for a breath. I 
smile against her lips, whisper admissions of love into her mouth, know 
that tomorrow morning when the alcohol has worn off my heart will 
stutter over its beats when I look at her. 

There’s a club full of people around but there’s nothing in the world 
but us. The pounding bass is dim in my ears but I can feel it thrumming 
through my body as her lips slide against mine and her hands raise 
goosebumps across my skin. There’s nothing but the vodka on her tongue 
and her teeth teasing my bottom lip and our thighs pressing together 
where we sit in the booth. 

And then she’s pulling away to breathe and frowning at something over 
my shoulder and untangling her hands and her lips from my skin and 
standing up and walking in the direction of her gaze. I’m moving to follow 
her with my eyes when she stops in front of two men lounging in the 
booth next to us.

“Delete it,” she demands and my heart drops.

I only hear snatches of their conversation but I can see the tense lines of 
her shoulders and arms, I can see the smugness in their faces, the smirk on 
their lips.

“Delete it,” she snaps once again. “Let me see your phone.”

Ah.

There are a million and one people kissing in this club. But we’re not 
like them. We’re two girls. We’re sexualised and degraded in the same 
breath. We’re only there for your pleasure, our love for each other is 
irrelevant, the fact that we’re people and we deserve respect and we’re more 

than just fodder for your fantasies is irrelevant. We’re nothing. 

I can hear her telling him to delete it, to see his phone, to fuck off and I 
can see her getting more and more angry. I stand up and walk over to her, 
grab her wrist and tell her to leave it. We can’t do anything anyway, can we? 
She turns away, the men grinning and jeering and I tell them to fuck off. 

I hold her hand and pull her away. I don’t kiss her for the rest of the 
night.

Delete It
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Endeavour
by Agnes Nagy

It’s one of those lonely mornings.

You hear the raindrops gently hitting the windowsill, quiet and 
soothing. Everything is lifeless outside. Not a movement, not a sound. No 
strolling old couples, no adventurous cyclists, no barking dogs or children 
chasing each other. It’s calm. Like a piece of art, waiting patiently for 
admiration. 

The asphalt now looks threateningly dark from wetness, and the only 
colour you see through the grey film of rain is the bright yellow lines 
separating the pavement. Small puddles start to form here and there, but 
even the terraced houses lining the sides look foggy.

An ambulance siren screams in the distance but stops just as suddenly 
as it started.

Slowly sipping your coffee, you’re reluctant to take your eyes off the 
view. It’s a completely new world, right there, just outside. So close.

You open the window a crack, waiting for the petrichor. It hasn’t rained 
in weeks, and you are going to get your share of that fresh, earthy rain 
scent even if you’re stuck in your room.

Your personal prison is what it feels like, the walls moving closer 
around you. A blank page stares back at you from the monitor, judging, 
disapproving.

With a sigh, you finally start typing. Then deleting. Then typing 
something again. It just doesn’t look right, it doesn’t feel right. After 
every sentence you look up, checking if the view is still the same. It never 
changes, almost as if time has stopped. You glance at the clock. Oh, time 
has most certainly not stopped and the 3 o’clock deadline suddenly feels 
impossible to meet.

You should be ashamed! The voice of your father rings in your ears. You 

saw the disappointment in his eyes as he shook his head. Clenching his 
fists as he spoke, and you were terrified he’d hit you. He never did.

This is not how we raised you! You close your eyes, but it doesn’t make 
the voice disappear.

Don’t throw away your life like that, study something real, not this 
nonsense! Feeling the tension build up inside you, you grip onto the desk so 
hard it hurts.

You can leave, go! You’re just an immature little girl, and you will fail 
again. Just as you failed every time you didn’t listen. You’ll come back crying. 
But the door will be closed.

 I’m not a failure!

Your fingers slip off the desk, knocking over your bottle, and the noise 
brings you back to reality.

I’m not a failure, I’m not a failure, I’m not a failure. I’ll show you.

The letters appear on the screen faster than before, paragraphs form, 
pages fill. Something clicked, and everything seems perfect again. 
Occasionally you glance up, but the view remains unchanged. It’s waiting 
for you.

The last sentence rolls off your fingers, and you feel so light and free. All 
the pressure that was crippling you disappears promptly.

You sigh again, but this time it’s happy. You did it! Smiling, you whisper 
a ‘thank you’ towards the window. 

The submission page doesn’t open.

That’s weird. You try again.

Your catch the time from the corner of your eye. 

3:48.

You will fail again. The door will be closed.

Endeavour
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Letter to Lee Rosy’s
by Leila Craven

Opposite the Broadway cinema stands Lee Rosy’s bright red storefront. 
Steam billows in a rose-shaped cloud across the window glass, and the 
scent of tea permeates painted wood. 

As you stand and stare, you watch the ghosts of women walking in 
their high-waisted jeans, boys in jackets older than they are. A single girl 
lingers in the porch, frantically tearing at her umbrella. She can’t get it to 
go down, and her date will be arriving soon. You can feel the hot sweat 
trickling down her desperate back as she tugs at the mechanism over and 
over. 

Moments later, she finally succeeds and rushes in, sweeping past rows 
of herbal tea jars and into the warm dark of the store’s stomach. She hasn’t 
noticed that in the process of taming her umbrella, she has covered the 
thighs of her jeans in water.

Barely a second passes before the boy arrives. He stands and waits 
outside, checking his watch every so often, and the minutes begin to creep 
by. Behind the window he leans against, the girl has ordered her tea and 
watches the street from her table, occasionally glancing at her phone.

Inevitably, they will soon realise that the other has already arrived and 
will finally stand together on the wooden shop floor. He will notice her 
jeans but not point them out, preferring to just enjoy her nervous smile; 
she will be absolved of any embarrassment. They will emerge side by side, 
breath hot with tea, hands almost touching. 

A part of you wants to tell the girl that the boy would have loved it if 
she had found the courage to link their fingers. Instead, you stay silent and 
smile as they meander off into the crowds, leaving the bright red storefront 
behind. 
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Bad Dream
by Niamh Parr

not waking up in a sweat, when I walk around with it. 
not hearing voices in my head, because you told me what they said. 
not seeing terror with my eyes closed, when reality is already exposed. 
not looking over my shoulder; I already know what I’ll find there. 
not hiding under my sheets, when it’s safer to stay on the streets. 
no bloodshot eyes in the mirror; you turned them wine-red at dinner. 
no peace when I open my eyes; the thought is burned into the back of my 
mind. 
no escaping through the door when your nightmares don’t know lines  
anymore. 
no tears for the girl with the bruise, when she walks around in my shoes. 
no waking up from this bad dream; I can’t believe this is back to haunt me.

Spring Semester in Review
by Matthew Bird

Since returning from Christmas break we’ve been up to all sorts of 
exciting activities. In February we held our first ever off-campus social 
and went bowling. Some strikes were had and there were laughs aplenty 
(to make up for the lack of bowling skills) and everyone got to know each 
other a little better.

Our regular lit circle sessions have been more popular than ever, with 
themes ranging from music and description to comedy and sci-fi. The  
fortnightly coffeeshop critiques have created a community of members 
who provide useful feedback and hype for each other’s writing.

This term is full of collaborations. We created a post-Thumb Wars 
world and role-played in it with the RPG Society to create some utterly 
bizarre stories. Art Soc sent us their awesome art and we sent them our 
wonderful writing, and together we hosted a cross-inspiration event. Issue 
3 of Firelight will be a collaborative issue showcasing these creations.

In addition to Firelight and the Blog, this term we recorded the first 
episodes of Off the Page; our new showcase. The podcast features pieces 
written by members both in Lit Circles or outside of events. Check out our 
social media pages for details of when the first episodes will be released.

This month we hosted our very own version of the popular TV  
gameshow, Taskmaster, with ridiculous and fun tasks for teams to   
complete. The event also exclusively revealed the theme for April’s Murder 
Mystery, which will be based on much-loved Children’s TV characters, and 
held at the retirement party of Postman Pat!

Finally, our AGM saw candidates for next year’s committee stand 
for election. At the time of writing this, the results have not yet been 
announced, but their manifestos were excellent. I would like to wish them 
the best of luck.

Matthew Bird 
President 
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WHat We Do

Lit Circle
Our main event and mid-week pick-me-up. Each week a new theme 

is explored through a range of activities and prompts. Members can share 
their writing, or just sit back and enjoy the musings of others.

Free Writing
Got a character to create or a rhyme to refine? Are unwritten essays 

haunting your sleep? Come along to free writing to work on your projects 
in a friendly environment.*

Coffeeshop Critiques
Be it the latest chapter of your epic novel, the pinnacle of your poetry 

collection, or a fun experimental piece, join us for some friendly critiquing 
over a good ol’ cake and cuppa. We have coffee discount, too!*

A non-exhaustive list of our regular and special events throughout the year.

Please note: our events are exclusively for members of the University   
of Nottingham Creative Writing Society.*

Murder Mystery
The word ‘murder’ isn’t usually a selling point, but it’s a key part of the 

biggest night of the Creative Writing year! Assume a new persona, meet 
and interrogate those of suspicious natures (everyone), and try to solve 
the case. Autumn semester saw the untimely death of Professor Timothy 
Wimothy, the infamous inventor of time travel. What deadly secrets will 
the next bunch of miscreants have in store?

Guest Speakers, Collabs and Socials
We are lucky enough to host many guest speakers from throughout 

Nottingham’s literary scene. Speakers this year have included Nottingham’s 
Young Poet Laureate Georgina Wilding, Sci-fi author Dr. Catrin Rutland, 
and Angry Robot Books Editor Lottie Llewelyn-Wells. We also run 
exciting collaboration events with other societies, including worldbuilding 
with RPG Soc, a poetry writing session with Poetry Soc, and many more. 
Watch this space for the exciting product of our recent Art Soc collab!

Podcast and Blog
Both new to our ranks this year, our Off the Page podcast and blog 

showcase some of the very best our members have to offer. You can find 
them both at uncws.com

What we Do
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We’d like to know your thoughts on Firelight: Issue 2. 
Where could we improve? Were there any pieces you loved? 
What would you like to see more of?

Let us know at 

Want More?
Follow us online for more information about who we are and 
what we do and, of course, for more writing!

@

See what we’re up to:

Buy a membership (UoN students and alumni only):

Let us know what you think:

UoN Creative Writing Society     uoncreativewriting

@uon_cw            uoncreativewriting@gmail.com

uncws.com

bit.ly/uonCW

All pieces were written by members of the University of 
Nottingham Creative Writing Society. Thank you to all 
who submitted, and extra thanks to the talented bunch who 
illustrated their own pieces!
Please check out uncws.com for more of their fantastic work.

Special thanks to Di Lorriman for her beautiful front cover 
illustration. Di enjoys both painting and illustration work. She 
exhibits locally as a Fellow of the Nottingham Society of Artists 
and is an elected member of the Cartoonist Club of G.B. 
You can find more of her work at www.dilorriman.co.uk 
Or commission her at dicartoons@hotmail.co.uk

Thank you to our contributors

Prompts
• Take a piece from the magazine and write a response or 

an alternative ending.

• Type “I had only wanted to” into your phone, followed 
by three presses of the central predictive text button. 
Continue the story.

• “Freedom awaits beyond the window, but she can’t have 
it yet.”

Send your prompt responses to our blog at  
uoncreativewriting@gmail.com
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